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Abstract. This paper considers the control problem of a class of linear hereditary systems subjected 
to a nonlinear (perhaps) time-varying controller. The absolute stability for a class of nonlinear time
varying controllers are investigated. Sufficient conditions for absolute stability and hyperstability 
are given. 
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1. Introduction 

The stabilizability of linear hereditary systems independent of delay has been investi
gated in Kamen (1982, 1983) and Kamen et al. (1984). Also, an open-loop stabilizability 
problem was proposed in Olbrot (1978) for general linear autonomous systems with both 
discrete and distributed delays in state and control variables. It was proven that a sim
ple algebraic rank condition, similar to the well known Hautus condition, is necessary 
for open-loop stabilizability. Such a condition was also shown to be sufficient by con
structing a proper stabilizing state feedback. When the delays appear in control variables 
only the state-feedback spectrum assignability is equivalent to formal controllability of a 
certain pair of real matrices and, equivalently, to systems state controllability. 

In the above context, hereditary systems with delayed inputs may be stabilized in 
some cases through controls whose decays to the equilibrium are slower than those of the 
state (trajectory stabilizable systems). They may be also stabilized with controls being 
proportional to the state (state stabiIizable systems). Both properties were investigated 
in Tadmor (1988) through comparisons with the results in Olbrot (1978). On the other 
hand, some connections between controllability and observability and stability of such 
systems has been stated in De la Sen (1992). In particular, it has been found that under 
controllability and observability, a class of such systems is exponentially asymptotically 
stable if and only if it is bounded-input bounded-state stable. 

The purpose of this paper is to extend some basic results of absolute stability· and hy
perstability from linear plants subject to a wide class of non-linear controllers to plants 
having del~ys in the state while being controlled by the same classes of no n-linear con
trollers. 
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2. Systems with Delays 

Consider the linear and time-invariant single-input single-output system 

x(t) = Ax(t) + AIX(t - h) + bu(t) + b1u(t - I:t'), (la) 

a(t) = eT x(t), x(O) = xo, (lb) 

subjected to the nonlinear (and perhaps time-varying) controller 

u(t) = -<p(a, t), (lc) 

where x E Rn, u, a E R are, respectively, the state vector and scalar input and output and 

h > 0 and hI > 0 are, respectively, the internal and external delays. <p( a, .) is a nonlinear 

characteristic to be specified later. All vectors and matrices in Eqs. ] are constant and of 
appropriate dimensionalities. Positive definiteness (semidefiniteness) are denoted by > 0 
(~ 0). 

Lemma 1. The following propositions (told: 
(i) Lefschetz. Given A E {.iit}, (A,b) completely controllable, a real vector k, 

scalars 'f/; and c > 0 and an arbitrary real matrix L = LT > 0, then a real vector q 
and a real matrix P = pT > 0 satisfying 

ATp + PA = _qqT - cL, 

Pb - k = v:J;q 
eXist if and only if c is sufficiently small and 

belongs to {SPR}, namely, the class of strictly positive realfunctions. 
(ii) Meyer. Given A E {Ad, (A, b) completely controllable, a real vector k and a 

real scalar 'f/;, then a real vector q and matrices P = pT > 0, M= MT ~ 0 satisfying 

ATp+PA= _qqT -M, 

Pb - k = #q, 
with (A, qT) being completely observable exist, if and only if G(s) defined.as in (i) be
longs to {PR}, namely, the class of positive real functions. 

(iii) Taylor and Narendra. Given A = A + pI E {Ad, namely, the class of Hur
witzian matrices, (A, b) (or; equivalently (A, b)) completely controllable with p being a 
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real positive constant, a real vector k and a real positive scalar 'ljJ, then a real vector q 
and matrices P = pT, N = N T ~ 0 satisfying 

ATp + PA = _qqT - N - 2J.1'?, 

Pb - k = -..Hq, 
exist if and only ifG(s) = G(s - J.L) = ~'l/J + kT ((s - J.L)I - A) -1 b belongs to {PR}. 

(iv) Narendra and Taylor. Given the marginally stable matrix A E {Ao} (namely, the 
class 0/ matrices having one single zero eigenvalue while all the remaining ones are 
strictly stable) o/the/orm 

A =' ( er A) o A' 

where e2 is the second unitary vector in the Euclidean space, a symetric matrix Lo = Lt; 
o/the/orm 

Lo = (0 0 L)' 
L = LT > 0 arbitrary, a real vector k, real scalars c > 0 and'ljJ, then a real vector q and 
a matrix P = pT > 0 satisfying 

ATp+ PA = _qqT - cLo, 

Pb - k = -..Hq, 
exist ifand only ifc is sufficiently small and G(s) 0/ (i) belongs to {SPRo}, namely, the 
class o/functions in SPR having a pole at the origin. 

3. Absolute Stability 

In this section, system Eqs. 1 is investigated from a stability point of view with h > 0 

(existence of internal delay) under two situations, namely 

a h' = 0, b1 = 0, i.e., absence of external delay, 

b h' > 0, b1 =I- 0, i.e., presence of external delay. 

3.1. Absolute Stability under internal Delay in the Absence 0/ External Delay 

Assume the following constraints for the nonlinear controller (l.c) 

(2) 

The interval [hI, h2J is called a Lur' e or a Popov sector as being inherent to (3a) below. 

The first inequality is strict for all a =I- 0 and cp(O) = O. See, fodnstance, Landau (1975), 
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Narendra and Taylor (1973). Constraints (2) imply directly 

'P(O") 
hl ~ -- ~ h2' 0' 

'lj;(O') = r 'lj;(O")dO' = t 'lj;(O")&'dr ;;>- 0, io ito 
((0, t) = lt 'P(O')O'dr ;;>- 0, 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(3c) 

where & = dO' / dt and to = max {r E R+: r ~ t, 0'( r) = O}. The problem of absolute 
stability is that of the stability of system (1) for all nonlinear controller satisfying (2). For 
h' = 0 and bl = 0, define the non negative function 

V(x, cp(O') , t) = xT(t)Px(t) + ltxT(r - h)Plx(r - h)dr 

+ f31u cp(O")dO", 

with P = pT > 0, Pl = pT > 0, f3 > 0. Stability is guaranteed if 

V(x, x(t - h), 'P(t), t) = i;T Px + xT Pi; 

+ xT(t - h)Plx(t - h) + f3CP(O")& 

= xT (AT P + PA)x - 2xT Pb'P(O") 

+ f3cT Ax'P(O") - f3cTbcp2(O') 

+ xT (t - h)Plx(t - h) + 2xT PAlx(t - h) 

(4) 

+ 2f3cT AlX(t - h)cp(O") < 0, (5) 

for all nonzero z (t) = (xT, xT (t - h), cp( 0") ) T. For notational simplicity, the argument 
t has been omitted although x(t - h) is explicited. Eq. 5 may be rewritten as 

(6) 

by defining the matrix 

(7) 

with equality to zero standing if and only if z = 0 provided that Q > 0. This is guaranteed 
under sufficient conditions by the next result. 

Lemma 2. The following two propositions hold 
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(i) Q > ° and V < ° (VZ :F 0) in Eqs. 6-7 iflor some matrix Dl = Df = elLl, 
el > 0, Ll = Lf > ° and scalar {3 > 0, there exist a scalar'Y > 0, n-vectors ql and q2, 
n-positive definite matrices D = DT > 0, Pi = Pi > 0, PI = Dl + Q2q'f in (4) and 
n x 2n matrices Rand S fulfilling 

b = (D+~Qf -PAl) = (R) (RT ST) > 0, 
-AI P PI S 

ATp+PA= -qlq[ -D, p=pT>O, 

where 

if = (q[ qDTj b = (b[ bDT, c = (c[ cDT , 

P = Diag(P, PD, b l = (~) (PD- l Af Cl (Cl arbitrary) 

C2 and b2 being arbitrary n-vectors satisfying the constraint 

Tb Tb Tb 21{3 Tb Tb {3 T(p')-lAT 
C2 2 = C - Cl 1 = 'Y - Cl 1 = C - '2Cl 1 1 Cl· 

(ii) Eqs. 8.b-8.c and 8.d-8.e subjected to (9) may be rewritten, respectively, as 

- {3 -T- -T
k = '2A Cj 1/J = {3c b. 

or if bl = Cl = ° in (l2) then, as particular case, 

(8a) 

(8b) 

(8c) 

(8d) 

(8e) 

(9) 

(lOa) 

(lOb) 

(tOc) 

(lOd) 

(Ita) 
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. ~ TT k = 2"A C; 'IjJ = ~C b. (lIb) 

The proof is omitted by space reasons. 
Global stability results independent of the internal delay h are given below. 

Theorem 1. The following propositions hold for system Eqs. 1 and 2 with any nonlinear 
device in the sector [0,(0) and any bounded x(O) ERn. 

(i) It is absolutely stable if Lemma 2 (i) stands. 
(ii) If PI = 0 in (4), then G( 8) in Lemma 1 (i), (ii), (iv)( or O( 8) in Lemma 1 (iii) satis

fies the respective realness conditions as being obtainedfrom (S.b) and (11) in Lemma 2, 
and matrix iJ in (11.a) is at least positive semidefinite, then IIx( t) 11 is uniformly bounded 
in time provided A E Al (A E Ao for Lemma 1 (iv»). 

(iii) If PI = pT > 0 has sufficiently large spectral radius, and G(8) E {PR} in 
Lemma 1 (ii) (or 0(8) in Lemma 1 (iii») being defined by using equations (S.b) and (11) 
in Lemma 2, then Ilx(t)11 is uniformly bounded-in-time and converges asymptotically to 
zero provided A. Al E Al and (S.a) holds. 

(iv) Proposition (iii) holds identically by using Lemma 1 (i) for A. Al E Al and 

G(8) E {SPR}. By hypotheses of Lemma I (iv) and G(s) E {SPRo} with Al E At. 
A E Ao only state uniform boundedness may be guaranteed. 

(v) If PI = 0, then (iii)-(iv) are modified so that only state boundedness is guaranteed. 
(vi) A necessary conditionforany proposition (i) and (iv) to hold is that Lemma 2 (ii) 

holds which may be tested under the respective realness or positive realness conditons in 
Lemma 1. 

The proof is omitted by space reasons. 

3.2. Absolutely Stability under Internal and External Delays 

Now, assume that h > 0, h' > O. Assume that the following nonnegative function is 
defined for system Eqs. 1 with b1 ¥ 0: 

. t 

V' (x, cp(O'), t) = V (x, cp(O'), t) + ~1 10 cp (O"(r - h')) &'(r)dr, 

with ~1 > 0 and V defined in (4) so that 

V(x(t),x(t - h), cp(O'(t)), cp(O'(t - h')),t,t - hi) = xT(ATp + PA)x 

- 2xTpbcp(0') - 2XTpb1cp(0'(t - hi)) + ~cT Axcp(O') 

- ~cTbcp2(0') - ~cTblcp(O')cp(O'(t - hi)) + xT(t - h)P1x(t - h) 

+ 2xT P A1x(t - h) + 2~cT AIX(t - h)cp(O') 

(12) 

+ ~ICP (O'(t - h')) &(t), (13) 
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where, as in (5), only the time argument for (t - hi) has been explicited. Note in (13) that 

j3lCP (r:r(t - hi)) a(t) = j3lCP (r:r(t - hi)) cT x(t) 

= j3lcT[Axcp(r:r(t - hi)) + AIX(t - h)cp(r:r(t - hi)) 

- bcp(r:r)cp(r:r(t - hi)) - bICP2(r:r(t - h'))]. (14) 

Now,definez(t) = (xT, xT(t - h), cp(r:r) cp(r:r(t - hl)f so that V(t) = -zT(t)Qz(t) 
where Q becomes as follows by substituting (14) into (13): 

_(ATp+PA) -PAl Pb- ~ATC 
2 

Pbl - t Tc 

Q= 
-ATp PI -~ATc _~l AT c 

bTp_ ~cTA _~cT Al j3cTb ~cTbl + ~l cTb 2 

(15) 

bTp - ~CT A _fJlcT Al ~cTbl + fJ1CTb 
2 2 2 j3lcTbl 

Thus, a generalization of Lemma 2 for this case becomes 

Lemma 3. The following two propositions hold 

(i) Q > ° and V < ° ( all z I- 0) iffor some n-matrix DI = DT = e l L 1, Cl > 0, 

Ll = LT > ° and positive scalars 13 and 131, there exist a positive scalar ,,(, n-vectors ql 
and q2, n-positive definite matrices D = DT > 0, P{ = p? > 0, PI = DI +q2q[ in (4) 
and (12) and n x 2n matrices Rand S fulfilling Eqs. 8-9 in Lemma 1 and, furthermore, 

for some n-matrix Di = D? = ei Li, ei > 0, L1 = L? > 0, there exists a positive 
scalar "(' and an n-vector q3 such that for q = (ijT, q§)T, 

13' ~T = == 1= -A c - Pb = -"( q, 
2 

-;:.T 
=D >0, (16) 
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where b is defined as in Lemma 2 and 

A Al !!..P-IAT C - b 
2 

A= 0 Al !!..P'-IATc 
2 I I 

0 0 -f!..(cTb) 
2 

= -T T . = (-T T)T b = (b , b3 ), c = c , c3 , 

" 
P = Diag(P, P{, I), 

and b3 and C3 are arbitrary n-vectors satisfying the constraint 

(ii) Equations in proposition (i) may be compacted as 

D 

(I7a) 

(17b) 

(17c) 

(ISa) 

(ISb) 

(lSe) 

(lSd) 

lfbl = b2 = Cl = C2= 0, then (1S.c)-(lS.d) may be substituted by (11.a)-(11.b). 

The proof is omitted by space reasons. 

Lemma 4. Assume that Lemma 3 stands. Thus, V'(t) is uniformly bounded in time. 

Global asymptotic stability follows from Lemmas 1 to 4 as established in the next 
result. 

Theorem 2. Theorem 1 stands with the changes b -+ D, Al -+ A~ = Diag(AI, cT b), 
exceptfor the propositions referred to the case PI = Of or the system with internal delay 
(i.e., bl =f. 0, h' > 0), subjected to Lemma 3 instead of to Lemma 2, ifV'(t) ;;:: 0 Vt E 

R+ with V' (-) = 0 if and only if x(·) = O. Otherwise, (i. e., when nonnegativity of 
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V' cannot be guaranteed for every time), the various propositions related to asymptotic 
stabilitylconvergence in Theorem 1 must be weakened to nonasymptotic stability. Proof 
follows from Lemmas 1, 3 and 4. 

4. Hyperstability 

Now, the set of non linear static and dynamic characteristics verifying the so-called 
Popov's inequality: 

(19) 

is considered. Such a description includes as particular case the non linear characteris
tics considered in Section 3. First, the hyperstability is investigated in the time domain 
and subsequently in the frequency domain. This last study is organized as follows. First, 
conditions are derived from Parseval's inequalities which ensure that the input asymptot
ically converges to zero by using stability tools for composite blocks (De la Sen, 1986). 
Subsequently, conditions ensuring the global asymptotic stability of the solutions of the 
free system (De la Sen 1988a, 1988b) are obtained from some results of Section 3. 

4.1. Analysis in the Time Domain 

Consider the function 

V(t) = xT(t)Px(t) + [too xT(r - h)P1x(r - h)dr 

+ {3[too cp(O'(r))O'(r)dr + {31 [too cp(O'(r - h'))O'(r - h')dr 

+ A lot cp2(r)dr + Al lot cp2(r - h)dr, (20) 

for some matrices P = pT > 0, PI = pr > 0 and non negative scalars {3, {31> A and 
Al which may be chosen freely to pursue the proof of stability. By omitting, the time 
argument for time t, one has directly from (20). 

V(t) = ±T Px + xT P± + ±T(t - h)P1x(t - h) + {3cp(O')O' 

+ {31cp(0'(t - h))O'(t - h) + Acp2 + A1cp2(t - h) 

= xT(ATp + PA)x - cp(0')[2bTp - {3cTJx + xT(t - h)AfPx 

+ xT PA1x(t - h) - bf cp(O'(t - h'))Px - xT Pb1cp(0'(t - h)) 

+ xT(t - h)P1x(t - h) + {31cp(0'(t - h'))cT x(t - h) + Acp2(0') 

+ Alcp2(t - h) = vT(t)Rv(t), (21) 
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( RI r) 
R = rT A ' (22a) 

(22b) 

. for some matrices A and P of appropriate orders which are nonunique. Assume P = 
Diag( P, J, 1) with A being redefined with respect to Section 3 as 

(23) 

whereAij an" n-matrices, ai3 (i = 1,2) are n-vectors (aij = aji) and a33 is a scalar. 
Direct calculus with (22)-(23) yields that a solution to (22.b) is 

A Al - P-lAfl (I + p-1)-lb1 

A= A21 
PI a -
2 (24) 

aT (31 T Al 
-c -
4 2 

for any arbitrary n-matrix A21 . A particular case is 

A a (J + p-l)-lb1 

A= AiP 
PI a 
2 (25) 

aT (31 T Al 
-c 
4 2 

To reduce R in (22.a) to a convenient form in order to apply stability results, put for its 
last column, for some (2n + I)-vectors c and b 

1 1 
-(3c - Pb -(3c 
2 2 

-(~} 1 -- (31 ~ (~)c r=-(3c-Pb= = (26) 
2 -c 

2 

a a 
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which leads to e = (eT, ~ eT, 0) T, b = (bT , OT, OT)T. Using (22.b) and (26) with 

A = 0, it follows that 

= ( .. FP + P A ~,Be - Pb) 
R 1 _ _ . 

. - ,BeT - bT P 0 
. 2 

Substitution of (27) into (21) implies that this one may be rewritten as 

so that it is sufficient for negative definiteness that 

~T ~ + PA = -Qo = -LoLfi > 0 } . 
2bTp = ,BeT 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

Standard well-known results (see, for instance, Landau, 1975) prove that (29) define 
a strictly positive real transfer function. Furthermore, V in (20) is a Lyapunov function 
'since V < 0 for all nonzero v, and V > 0 with P > 0, PI > 0 and ,B, ,Bt. A, Al 
being nonnegative since under the hypothesis J~oo cp(O')O'dr = 73 ~ 0, it follows that 

J~oo '1'(0' )O'dr ~ O. Thus, by taking into account (25) and (29), the following result 
stands. 

Theorem 3. The system' Eqs. 1 is globally asymptotically hyperstable (i.e., globally 
asymptotically stable for all non linear and eventually time-varying controller satisfy

ing J~ cp(O')O'dr ~ - J~oo cp(O')O'dr = 73) provided that ko(s) = eT(sI - A)-lb = 
fjT P(sI - A)-lb E {SP R}, where ,B = 2 in (29) has been used without loss in gener
ality,for some matrices P > 0, PI > 0 and nonnegative scalars ,B, ,B1 and A1./fb1 = 0, 
h' = 0 (i.e., there are no external delays), then the above condition is simplified by ne
glecting the last row and column of A in (25), and the last (zero) components of vectors 
band e (thUS A becomes of order 2n and band care 2n-vectors). 

The proof is omitted by space reasons. 
The considerations iJ = iJT > 0, some P = pT > 0, P{ = p? > 0 (i.e., 

Al E {AI}) lead to the next result. 

Theorem 4. System Eqs. l.a to 1.c is globally asymptotically hyperstable for all (perhaps 
time-varying) nonlinearity satisfying the inequality J~ '1'(0' )O'dr ~ -73 if Eqs. 8.a to 

8.c in Lemma 2 hold and (h(s) + k(s)) E {SPR}, with h(s) = eT(sI - A)-lb and 
k(s) = eT(sI - A - e-hs Ad-1b1. 

For global (nonasymptotically stability) the above conditions may be weakened in a 
direct way similarly to the procedure in Section 3. 
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4.2. Analysis in the Frequency Domain 

The analysis of the absolute stability and hyperstability in the frequency domain can 
be addressed by taking Laplace transforms in (1.a)-(l.b) with the change s = jw to 
analyze the frequency response. This technique also allows obtaining input/output en
ergy balances by using the Parseval's theorem to evaluate the input-output time integrals 
equivalently in the frequency domain. The positive and strict positive realness of trans
fer functions can be also tested in the frequency domain when stablishing the stability 
results. Details are omitted, by space reasons. System (1) can also be generalized by re
formulating Cl.b) as a(t) = eT x(t) + aou(t) with aD being a nonzero scalar quantifying 
a direct scalar interconnection from the input to the output. In particular, Theorem 3 still 
holds by replacing h(s) ~ h(s) + aD. 

5. Conclusions 

This paper has dealt with the problems of absolute stability and hyperstability of plants 
with linear dynamics having both internal and external delays while being controlled by 
nonlinear devices satisfying standard sector or Popov inequalities. The various stability 
results have been interpreted in terms of positive realness conditions on transfer functions. 
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Hereditariq sistemq klases absoliutus stabilumas ir hiperstabilumas 

Manuel de la SEN ir Josu JUGO 

Straipsnyje nagrinejamas tiesinill hereditarill sistemll su netiesinill ir, galimas dalykas, be
sikeiciancilllaike, valdymo trenginill klases valdymo uzdavinys. Tiriamas netiesinill, besikeiciancill 
laike valdymo trenginill klases absoliutus stabilumas. Cia pateiktos pakankamos s!\lygos absoliu
ciam stabilumui ir hiperstabilumui. 


